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Introduction to product images 



Product images are how shoppers 
interact with your brand on Amazon. 

The higher the quality of the images, 
the more trust in your product and your
brand the customer will feel.

Due to this, it pays to make sure your 
product images are the best they can 
be.

“



66% of Amazon users start their 
product research process by searching 
for a product on Amazon – compared 
to 20% using a search engine, and 
3% on another marketplace.

“

”



Standard Product Image

Product infographic

Mood / lifestyle 

Copy infographic



Standard Product Image

Required for all products by 
Amazon.

Must have a white background 
and only feature the product on 
its own.



Product Infographic

Can be used to showcase key USPs 
and important technical 
information.

Used to inform and convince 
Amazon customers.

surroundings.



Mood / Lifestyle Image

Build customer trust in the 
product quality. 

Showcases the product in use 
and attracts target audience.

Allows customers to see the 
product in familiar 
surroundings.



Copy infographics

Clearly desribe technical 
details.

Explain advantages compared 
to competitor products.

Opportunity to introduce good 
reviews.



Copy infographics
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details

Explain advantages 
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Video

360 degree images

Augmented reality



Copy infographics

Clearly desribe technical 
details

Explain advantages 
compared to competitor 
products

Opportunity to introduce 
good reviews

Video

Showcases the product in use.

Emphasises specific USPs.

Builds customer trust in the product.



Copy infographics

Clearly desribe technical 
details

Explain advantages 
compared to competitor 
products

Opportunity to introduce 
good reviews

360 degree image

Shows customers all sides of the 
product.

Helps to build trust in the product 
quality. 

Designed for mobile use.



Augemented Reality 

Showcases the product in a 
customer room

Designed for mobile use.

”



53% of online shoppers say images 
inspire them to purchase.“

”



“



Our recommendation



What is the product 
for? USP USP

USP

Awards / certificate  / 
reviews

or an infographic free
Mood Image

What comes with the 
product?

Main Image

+ Product 
Video



67% of consumers say that the 
quality of a product image is 
“very important” in selecting 
and purchasing a product.

“
”

Good and bad examples



Good and bad examples
“



Good and bad examples

















Amazon is the most popular shopping app in the 
United States. With over 150.6  million mobile users.
“

”



”



Visual branding: Logos



Visual branding: Logos



Visual branding: Colours



Visual branding: Colours



Repetition of the same colour
can strengthen brand awareness.

Blue Green Yellow Red

Visual branding: Colours

“
”

”



Visual branding colours

Branding colours 

Blue Green Yellow Red

Colour improves brand 
recognition by up to 80%.

“

“
”



Visual branding colours

Branding colours 

Colours become part of a brand. You should 
encourage this association by using your 
brand colours consistently. Across all 
platforms.

Visual branding: Fonts



Visual branding: Fonts



Visual branding fonts 



Visual branding: Visuals



90% of the information
sent to our brains is 
visual.
“

”





Visual branding:
Brand guidelines



Brand guidelines should 
really be used as a tool to 
keep your brand 
consistent. Whether your 
business is large or small, 
brand guidelines are 
critical for helping your 
brand work effectively.

“In order for any brand to be effective, it needs to be 
consistent.”



Every time you 
communicate with 
customers, suppliers, 
employees, investors, 
journalists and the 
community, it is essential 
to build and reinforce a 
consistent perception of 
your company.



By implementing brand 
guidelines, you make it 
easier to maintain the 
quality and integrity of 
your brand’s image.



In order for any brand to be 
effective, it needs to be consistent.“

”



Building brand trust

High quality images

“
”



High quality images



81% of 
consumers said 
that they need 
to be able to 
trust the brand 
to buy from 
them.

“

”



On-brand graphics



Consistent 
presentation of a 
brand has proven to 
increase revenue by 
33 precent.

“

”







Know your target audience

Handheld vacuum cleaners



Handheld vacuum cleaners

Know your target audience



Established brands 
don't always use 
infographics.



Lesser-known brands 
use more infographics 
and rely heavily on 
information-rich 
imagery. 



Match existing branding



90% of consumers expect 
that their experience with a 
brand will be similar across 
all platforms and devices.

“

”





Presenting a brand consistently across all 
platforms can increase revenue by up to 23%.
“

”



”



Best Seller Examples



Best Seller in Home Cinema, TV & Video

Best Seller Examples



Best Seller in Baby Products 



Best Seller in Baby Products 



Best Seller in power & hand tools products 



Best Seller in Power & Hand Tools Products





Best Sellers in Small Kitchen Appliances





ANY QUESTIONS?
FIRE AWAY.



Amazon Experience & 
insider knowledge

Wide Amazon 
Vendor and Seller 
Network

Interactive Personal

AMAZON 
ROUNDTABLE
NETWORKING, DISCUSSING PROBLEMS 
AND LEARNING FROM EACH OTHER.
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